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Improvement plan for

2019 to 2021

• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will
provide support.

• Text will reduce in size the more you type. Exceeding the optimal limits will result in illegible text size electronically and in-print.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.

• Publish your school improvement plan (steps 1-3) on your school website.

• Work through step 4 (Improve practice and monitor impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published
on your website.

• Complete step 5 (Review and evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should
inform the Improvement Planning  - Review and evaluate section of your annual report to the school community.

• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

• Note that each text box has a specific optimal character limit. Character limit includes words, punctuation, bullet points and spaces.

• Be careful when copying from other documents, and remove any paragraph spaces from lists and bullet points as that will reduce text size.

• Steps 1-3 will auto-populate as you type in text, meaning text will carry over across multiple pages and sections.

For further information and advice, contact: 
Review, Improvement and Accountability 
Phone: 8226 1284
education.RIA@sa.gov.au

education.RIA@sa.gov.au
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Step 1
Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3 goals and annual 
targets for student learning improvement in the table below.

Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Goal Targets

Goal 1
2019

2020

2021

Goal 2
2019

2020

2021

Goal 3
2019

2020

2021
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Step 2
Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the question ‘What areas of 
practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of practice for each goal in the table below.

Challenge of practice Success criteria

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Determine 
challenge of 

practice

2
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Step 3
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 1 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 2 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources
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Step 3 cont.
Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ 
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3

Goal 3 continued:

Actions Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria
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Approved by principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 

Approvals
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	Governing council name: Louis Koch
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	Goals 1: Literacy:to improve fluency and efficiency in Reading in ALL students, inclusive of Aboriginal learners, in Years R-7.
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	Goal 3: 
	Success criteria 1: When we analyse A-E and NAPLaN data, we will notice and celebrate student achievement in the higher bands in Reading.When we explicitly teach an intensive daily phonics program, we will notice 100% of Year 1 students achieving above the SEA in the phonics screening check. When specific year level ACARA achievement standards can be articulated by teachers, they will be orchestrating learning experiences to meet AC achievement expectations.When teachers and students co-create personal learning goals, with students able to articulate Reading Comprehension strategies, teachers will know that their explicit teaching of comprehension has been enablingWhen students are successful in answering PAT-R and NAPLaN questions requiring inference, teachers would be explicitly teaching and students practising inference strategies in guided reading groupsWhen there is an increase in the correct responses from all students Yr 1-7 to PAT-R questions involving vocabulary dependent information texts, vocabulary would have been explicitly taught.When students are able to set personal learning goals in reading that address their next steps along the progressions, they would have been offered explicit feedback and been supported by scaffolded prompts and teacher questioning.When there is an increase in A-E scores in other subject areas (HASS, Science, Maths) student capacity to access learning through reading a range of texts will be evidenced, reflecting effective teaching of reading R-7.When teachers implement the Daily Five in reading, they will be enabling students  R-7 to be successful in meeting the  AC achievement standards in  the receptive modes - reading.
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